
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Designed for all Motion Picture Laboratories  

• Low cost of ownership, prices start at less than $15 000 US for 
fully automatic ECN process 

• Reduces Health and Safety risk keeps fumes and chemicals away 
from your staff 

• No more chemical analysis required accurate consistent mix each 
time 

• Stable plots and improved consistency improving quality  

Motion Picture Automatic 
Chemical Mixer 

 



 
Manufactured by;  Distributed by; 
 
Rockwell Hitec Ltd 
Hatfield, Herts, England 
Tel:  +44 (0) 1707 269086 
Fax: + 44 (0) 1707 269099 
Email: Rockhitec@aol.com 

  

 

 
 
 

ROCKWELL HITEC CHEMICAL MIXERS are a precision automatic mixer ideal for a lab 
which requires the highest possible standards of processing and reliability.   
Rockwell Hitec has been manufacturing automatic mixers since 1982 and into the 
motion picture market since 1995 with several thousand machines installed and 
running Worldwide 
 
A few of our customers that use Rockwell Mixers 
 
Technicolor Glendale USA 
Postworks NY USA 
Deluxe/Soho Images London 
Cinemateca, Lisbon 
Magic Film Serbia 
Cineco Amsterdam 
Village Studios Gold Coast Australia 
Fida Film Istanbul 
Nordisk Film  
Plus many more and references available upon request 
 
Liquid chemical packs have been introduced by a number of suppliers in many 
different sizes to suit all labs and are ideal for feeding into the machine.  
 
The mixers are by design “fail safe”.  They will either operate correctly or, if that 
is not possible, will stop and give a warning. 
A cabinet houses up to 5 or 7 separate mixing units each of which mixes, or recycles 
the same chemical each time meaning no contamination and no requirement to 
clean out the tanks. 
The mixed or recycled replenisher solutions are pumped into storage tanks, which 
provide a buffer stock these are monitored by sensors which stop the mixer when 
full.  Mixers can supply enough chemistry to feed processors running from 1 ft/min 
upto 3000ft/min.  Larger modules can be added for even greater output.    
 
The mixers offer a cost effective solution to the black art of chemical mixing.  
Mixing errors will disappear and expensive tank drops will no longer be required. 
 
The measuring system does not rely on metering pumps and works reliably and is 
consistent mix on mix.  The machine is extremely easy to setup and maintain with a 
simple menu driven calibration routine that takes minutes. For more details – to see 
a machine in action or for a quotation do not hesitate to contact us.   
 
We can answer queries in most languages including Chinese. 




